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In this cultivation world, beasts and devils run rampant. These devils reared ferocious beasts

and slaughtered humans.Half a year ago, he transmigrated to Blue Star, and to a seventeen-

year-old young man with the same name and surname.He didn't have strength, status, power,

or anything significant which could help him stand out. Instead, he was mocked for being trash

and a useless person.As a mosquito flew by his ear, already frustrated Su Yi slapped it to

death.A mechanical voice resounded in his mind."The extraction system has been installed.

The host has just touched an ordinary and extracted qi and blood points. The host has broken

through."He couldn't help but get excited and smile.There were countless types of beasts in

this world. And he could extract their abilities with a single touch.What could stop him from

getting what he wanted?Those who mocked him can only lick his feet and beauties can't help

but take the initiative on him.But he had a very clear goal in mind, and that was to eradicate

any threat to his family and humans.

If you aren't yet you will be soon! If you aren't already a John Ellsworth reader, this book will be

your point of no return. After reading The Empty Place at the Table you will gobble up

everything he has ever written and then every new story he writes as fast as he can complete

them. Amz. Rev.WONDERFUL, TERRIFYING, HEART-WRENCHING, HAPPINESS These

were all the feelings that I experienced. If you don't read this book, you will miss a rollercoaster

ride worth taking. Melissa is my new hero. Amz. Rev.Ellsworth fast to the top Ellsworth is a

prolific writer His works keep coming quickly and that is great. To me his work is near Michael

Connelly in interest and quality reading. Keep em coming John. Amz. Rev.Fantastic Book

Read this in one day. Started in the morning and could not put it down. Fantastic book. As are

all of Mr. Ellsworth's books. I have read all of them and love his writing. Amz. Rev.
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DON'T TAKE IT SERIOUSLYAfter a long time, there was no movement in Huo Tiancheng's

room.Su Yi was a little angry. He continued to shout, "If you don't come out soon, I will go in

and find you!""Creak."The door opened and Huo Tiancheng walked out with a tired look on his

face."Old Huo, what happened to you?"Cao Qinglang and Su Lin were a little puzzled.They

looked at Huo Tiancheng as if he had not slept for the whole night.It was true. Last night, every

time Huo Tiancheng thought about how he would be tortured by Su Yi, he would toss and turn

without sleep."I'm not feeling well. I didn't get a good rest."Huo Tiancheng smiled bitterly and

came to Su Yi's side. He said pitifully, "Su Yi, I really didn't lie to you. Why don't you teach me a

lesson next time?""Really?"Su Yi looked at Huo Tiancheng suspiciously. Then he reached out

his hand and patted Huo Tiancheng's shoulder without any warning."It's over!"Huo Tiancheng's

heart skipped a beat, and he even closed his eyes, silently waiting for the punishment to

come.But after waiting for a while, he found that he was still standing on the ground, not

pressed into the soil."Could it be that Su Yi's conscience has been discovered?"Huo

Tiancheng was suspicious and secretly looked at Su Yi.At this moment, Su Yi smiled and said,

"I was just joking with you before. Don't take it seriously."He was just a little depressed at that

time.After pressing Huo Tiancheng into the soil, he scared him again and his anger

disappeared."Are you kidding me?"Huo Tiancheng was dumbfounded. He turned to look at

Cao Qinglang and Huo Tiancheng. "That's not what they said yesterday.""Old Huo is too

naive!"Su Lin and Cao Qinglang tried their best to hold back their laughter.Seeing Su Lin and

Huo Tiancheng, Huo Tiancheng suddenly realized that he had been fooled."You two are too

detestable!"Huo Tiancheng shouted angrily."Alright, aren't you feeling unwell? Go back and

rest." Su Yi reminded."Su Yi, I am in a very good condition right now. Aren't you guys going

out? I'll go with you guys. " Huo Tiancheng said energetically.After knowing that Su Yi was only

joking with him, he felt much more relaxed.Su Yi,... ""Su Lin was speechless."Cao Qinglang

was speechless."Huo Tiancheng looked sickly just now, but in the blink of an eye, he was

revived with full blood?Also, how did Huo Tiancheng know that they were going to leave?Could

it be that he had been spying on them all this time?"If you want to go, then go."Su Yi didn't

really mind.The three of them waited in the yard for a while. Suddenly, a group of people

came.However, they knew Jiang Piaoxue, Jiang Lee, and the rest of the people from the Jiang

family, as well as Zhang Zhihang.Su Yi suddenly thought of something. It must be Zhang

Canyang who wanted to spar with him.However, so many people came to watch the show all of

a sudden. Wasn't this too much of a fuss?In fact, Su Yi didn't know that he and Zhang Canyang

were the top Super Genius among the young generation of Blue Star.No one would not pay

attention to the sparring between them."Junior Brother Su, are you ready?" Zhang Canyang

was eager to give it a try."I am fine with it, but this place is not suitable, is it?" Su Yi said.The

destructive power of a spar between Soul Gathering Stage warriors was still very great.It might

even overturn the entire courtyard."Su Yi, we have already made arrangements in Martial Arts

Practice Field. Let's go straight to Martial Arts Practice Field." Jiang Lee said with a

smile."Then let's go to Martial Arts Practice Field."Su Yi nodded.Behind them, everyone was



heading towards Martial Arts Practice Field.Although Cao Qinglang and the others didn't know

what had happened, they still followed curiously.CHAPTER 502 - COMPETEAlong the way, Su

Lin asked Jiang Haoran, "Jiang Haoran, what is my brother going to do?""Brother-in-law wants

to fight Zhang Canyang one-on-one." Jiang Haoran said excitedly."Ah?"Su Lin and Cao

Qinglang were surprised.They were not worried about Su Yi. They were thinking about who

Zhang Canyang was.He was too bold.Looking for Su Yi to fight him alone, wasn't he looking for

a beating?"Zhang Canyang?"Huo Tiancheng was shocked.He also lived in Crescent Moon

City. Although he had never seen Zhang Canyang before, he had heard of his name before.It

was said that Zhang Canyang was only twenty-four years old, but he had already broken

through to the Soul Gathering Stage Level Three. He was definitely a Super Genius.Although

Su Yi was also a genius, his talent was far above Zhang Canyang's.However, he was still a little

young. He was only a Soul Gathering Stage Level One now.How could a Soul Gathering Stage

Level One be a match for a Soul Gathering Stage Level Three?Thinking of this, Huo Tiancheng

pulled Su Lin's arm and said in a low voice, "Su Lin, hurry up and tell your brother not to fight

Zhang Canyang.""Why?"Su Lin did not understand."Zhang Canyang is a Soul Gathering Stage

Level Three Fire Spirit Cultivator. Su Yi won't be able to defeat him." Huo Tiancheng said

quickly."Zhang Canyang is pretty strong."Su Lin was a little surprised, but then there was

nothing else.Su Yi could even kill Soul Gathering Stage Level Four Devil Man, so what problem

would there be in dealing with a Soul Gathering Stage Level Three warrior?"Aren't you worried

at all?" Huo Tiancheng was puzzled.Wasn't Su Lin Su Yi's sister? Why wasn't she worried at

all?Jiang Haoran pretended to be deep and said, "Among the younger generation, only I can

compete with brother-in-law. No one else can! Zhang Canyang challenging brother-in-law can

only bring humiliation upon himself!"... ""Huo Tiancheng was stunned when he heard that.Was

Su Yi really that powerful?Also, Jiang Haoran seemed to be raising himself?Jiang Haoran was

only a Body Tempering Stage Level Six warrior, but he was already qualified to be compared

with Su Yi?Su Lin and Cao Qinglang were stunned.There was no doubt that Su Yi was very

strong, but how could Jiang Haoran compete with Su Yi?He didn't even know shame when he

said those words!...Ten minutes later, everyone arrived at the Martial Arts Practice Field."Su Yi,

Zhang Canyang, it's just a spar, you all have points."Jiang Lee called Su Yi and Zhang

Canyang to his side and reminded them.Su Yi and ___ were both very young. Young people

liked to fight fiercely. It wouldn't be good if they got angry and hurt each other."Senior, don't

worry. I won't hurt Junior Brother Su."Zhang Canyang had a confident smile on his face. After

saying that casually, he quickly walked onto the arena.Su Yi was able to kill Soul Gathering

Stage Level Four Devil Man, so his strength must be exceptionally strong.If he used

conventional means, he might not be a match for Su Yi.However, he had Zhang Qiang's

biggest trump card. Once he used it, he was absolutely confident that he could defeat Su

Yi."You better be careful. Do you think you can hurt Su Yi?" Jiang Lee clicked his tongue."Is

Old Zhang very confident?"Su Yi raised his eyebrows and did not say anything. He followed

Zhang Canyang into the ring.Zhang Haoran and the other two gathered together and

whispered to each other."Zhang Canyang is a little arrogant!""He is still a little young to fight

with my brother.""That's right. In the past, many young geniuses were like Zhang Canyang.

They thought that they were more powerful than Su Yi, but all of them were trampled under Su

Yi's feet.""Su Yi is really powerful to such an extent... But isn't Su Yi only a Soul Gathering

Stage Level One?"Huo Tiancheng was at a loss when he heard this.CHAPTER 503 - DO

IT"Junior Brother Su, are you ready?"On the arena, Zhang Canyang looked at Su Yi and

asked."I can do it anytime. Senior Brother Zhang, please do." Su Yi smiled."That's

good."Zhang Canyang nodded.Two rays of red light shot out from his hands and instantly



turned into two balls of hot flames, emitting terrifying fire elemental spiritual energy."Nephew

Zhang's cultivation is not as simple as the third level of the Soul Gathering Realm, right? He

seems to be showing signs of breaking through to the Soul Gathering Stage Level Four!" Jiang

Lee was quite surprised.He could clearly feel that the fire spiritual energy Zhang Canyang

released was much stronger than the ordinary Soul Gathering Stage Level Three Fire Spirit

Cultivator."It's still a little bit weaker." Zhang Zhihang laughed.Indeed, Zhang Canyang was

about to break through to the Soul Gathering Stage Level Four, but he was still a step away

from breaking through.The reason he asked Jiang Cheng to help him refine the Violent Spirit

Pill was also for Zhang Canyang.With Zhang Canyang's talent of 14 stars, as long as he

consumed one Violent Spirit Pill, it was very likely that he would break through to the Soul

Gathering Stage Level Five in one go."Zhang Canyang is not simple at all!"Seeing the violent

fire spiritual energy released by Zhang Canyang, Cao Qinglang was slightly worried."What's

there to be afraid of? I don't believe anyone can be a match for brother-in-law." Jiang Haoran

said with disdain.In his heart, Su Yi was the invincible Number One Expert of the younger

generation.No one was a match for Su Yi!"A martial artist of this level will definitely not be a

match for my brother." Su Lin said with a relaxed expression.Similarly, she also had a kind of

blind confidence in Su Yi."Where did your confidence come from..." Huo Tiancheng

sighed....On the arena, Zhang Haoran's eyes lit up like stars, "Junior Brother Su, I'm going to

make a move!""Come!"Su Yi's expression became serious, and he started circulating the

Golden Body, Fierce Tiger Heavenly Astral Fist, and Thunder Spirit Qi at the same time.After

all, Zhang Canyang was a Soul Gathering Stage Level Three Fire Spirit Cultivator, so he didn't

dare to be careless."Watch my fist!"Zhang Canyang roared in a low voice, and with a wild and

violent aura, he crushed towards Su Yi.This punch was made of hard steel, to test Su Yi's

strength.Su Yi showed no signs of weakness. A bright golden light suddenly burst out from his

body. He raised his hand and threw out a punch.Along with the sound of a tiger's roar, a fist

filled with electric light shot forward like a shooting star."Defensive secret technique and fist

technique! Su Yi really has a lot of trump cards!"Zhang Zhihang and Jin Hongxuan were quite

shocked.The Body Forging Secret Technique was very difficult to cultivate. The higher the

grade of the Body Forging Secret Technique, the more difficult it was to cultivate it.The two

Body Forging Secret Technique that Su Yi used must be of a very high grade, but both of them

could be cultivated to the Mastery Stage.From this, it could be seen how strong Su Yi's talent

was.With these two secret skills, if he was caught off guard, he might be able to kill ___. Soul

Gathering Stage Level Four Devil Man."Is Su Yi that fierce?"Huo Tiancheng was stunned when

he saw Su Yi wearing the Golden Armor and looking like a war god."Su Yi, you can do it!"Jiang

Piaoxue secretly encouraged Su Yi.As for the others, they also had different thoughts.However,

their eyes kept on looking at the ring. They did not even blink, afraid that they would miss the

exciting scene.A loud bang resounded.In the next moment, the two fists collided fiercely.It gave

people the feeling that it was like a meteor crashing into a volcano.CHAPTER 504 - I AM ALSO

USING THE FUSION OF BODY AND SWORDViolent air currents and spiritual energy wreaked

havoc on the scene.Dadada...Zhang Canyang felt as if he had been smashed by a huge

mountain. An unparalleled force swept over and forced him to take a few steps back.On the

other hand, Su Yi shook a few times.In their first exchange, it was clear who was better and

who was worse."Su Yi actually forced Zhang Canyang back with a single punch!" Huo

Tiancheng was so shocked that he was dumbstruck."This is just Su Yi's normal operation.

What is there to be surprised about?" Cao Qinglang smiled.Zhang Zhihang and Jin Hongxuan

looked at each other. They could see the shock in each other's eyes.At first, when they found

out that Su Yi could kill Soul Gathering Stage Level Four Devil Man, they did not quite believe



it.But now, it seemed like Su Yi really had this kind of strength.Furthermore, they could also

see that the reason why Su Yi was able to defeat Zhang Canyang was because of his own

defense and Power Value.Especially after using two types of Body Forging Secret Technique,

his defense and Power Value could be considered terrifying."Senior Brother Zhang, do you still

want to continue?" Su Yi asked.If Zhang Canyang didn't have any other means, he would still

be crushed if he continued.Zhang Canyang took a deep breath and said, "Junior Brother Su is

indeed powerful, but I still have a trump card that is very powerful. I wonder if Junior Brother Su

would dare to take this attack of mine?""If Senior Brother Zhang wants to use it, then use it. It

doesn't matter." Su Yi said calmly.Zhang Canyang had a trump card, and so did he.[Death

Gaze] It was still useless against the Flowing Cloud Wind Shadow."Junior Brother Su, you

have to be careful."Zhang Canyang's expression was solemn as he lightly patted the Inventory

Bag on his waist.Suddenly, a red light shot out from within and turned into a red Giant Long

Sword in an instant.Zhang Canyang held the huge sword in his hand and pointed it at Su Yi

from afar. He reminded again, "Junior Brother Su, what I'm going to use next is the sword type

divine ability [Sword and Body as One]. Its lethality is abnormally strong. You must be

careful!"[Fusion of Body and Sword] It was definitely a top grade divine ability. He was really

afraid of hurting Su Yi."Fusion of Body and Sword?"Su Yi raised his eyebrows. He suddenly

thought of the Fusion of Body and Sword. One. It was Jin Hongxuan's, and Zhang Canyang

was Jin Hongxuan's disciple, so Zhang Canyang could use the Fusion of Body and Sword. It

was a very normal thing.However, he had helped to decipher the second stage of [Fusion of

Sword and Body] yesterday.This also meant that even though Zhang Canyang had mastered

[Fusion of Sword and Body], at most, it would only be the first stage."Senior Brother Zhang, do

as you wish."Su Yi's expression was calm. Under Zhang Canyang's gaze, he slowly took out

the Violet Heaven Sunny Thunder Sword.He had a deep understanding of the power of the

Fusion of Body and Sword.If he only used ordinary means, it would be difficult to

resist.However, if he used [Gaze of Death] With the advantage of [Flowing Cloud Wind

Shadow] 's speed, he could defeat Zhang Canyang in an instant.However, just as Zhang

Canyang said [Fusion of Body and Sword], a strong impulse arose in his heart. He also wanted

to use [Fusion of Body and Sword].It was like a resonance that pulled him, making him unable

to make any other choice."Junior Brother Su also uses a sword?" Zhang Canyang was quite

surprised.Su Yi nodded and smiled. "I will also use [Fusion of Body and Sword]

later.""Ah?"Zhang Canyang was stunned.Su Yi had helped to decipher the [Fusion of Sword

and Body] yesterday and had gotten Jin Hongxuan's permission to practice it.But how could he

succeed in cultivating it in one night?One should know that with his 14-star talent, under Jin

Hongxuan's guidance, it took him nearly half a year to complete the first stage of

cultivation.Even if Su Yi's talent was higher than his, it shouldn't be possible for him to achieve

this, right?CHAPTER 505 - DEFEAT WITH ONE STRIKEJin Hongxuan was also puzzled.No

one knew better than him how difficult it was to cultivate the [Fusion of Sword and Body].He

didn't believe that Su Yi could succeed in cultivating it in just one night.In his opinion, Su Yi had

only cultivated a little bit.But if he only cultivated a little bit, wouldn't he be too arrogant to say

that he was so confident?Zhang Canyang recovered his senses and immediately became

interested, "Junior Brother Su, let me see your Fusion of Sword and Body. How strong is

it?""Sure."Su Yi said lightly.Zhang Canyang didn't waste any time. He released the fire spiritual

qi and wrapped his body with it. His whole body seemed to have turned into a ball of

flame."Look at the sword!"Along with a low roar, Zhang Canyang leapt forward with the giant

sword in his hand. His body was compatible with the sword, and he looked like a giant flaming

sword that came from the nine heavens. It shattered the void, and shot straight at Su Yi.The



sharp sword intent and terrifying fire spiritual Qi fluctuated in all directions.Even Jiang Lee and

the other Illusionary Spirit Stage Expert were slightly moved."This is too amazing!"Cao

Qinglang and the others were shocked. This was the first time they were worried about Su

Yi."Well done!"Su Yi was very excited. He also held the Violet Heaven Sunny Thunder Sword in

his hand and turned it into a Giant Long Sword with lightning flashing. He charged forward

fiercely!"Greater Success Stage body and sword unification!"Witnessing this scene, Jin

Hongxuan's eyelids twitched violently. His mouth was about to fall out of shock.He could clearly

see that Su Yi and Zhang Canyang were both using the 'Greater Success Stage in One with

the Sword', but there was still a difference.Su Yi had already completely merged with the

sword, giving people a feeling that it was as natural as nature itself.A man was a sword, and a

sword was a man.On the other hand, if Zhang Canyang looked closely, he could tell that there

were traces of a sword and a man.The difference was that Zhang Canyang had only mastered

the first stage of [Fusion of Sword and Body].On the other hand, Su Yi had mastered both

stages.To be able to do this in one night's time, just how terrifying of a cultivation talent was

required?This was what shocked Jin Hongxuan the most."Su Yi also knows this

technique?"Seeing Su Yi using the same technique as Zhang Canyang and looking even more

powerful than Zhang Canyang, not only Cao Qinglang and the others were stunned, even

Jiang Lee and the others were confused.Among the people present, only Jiang Piaoxue knew

Du Ming.Because last night, she already knew that Su Yi had merged his body with the sword.

The matter of his successful cultivation.Just as everyone was thinking about different

things.The blue and red Giant Long Sword collided with each other without any fancy

moves.Boom!It was as if the two planets had collided, emitting a dazzling light.The earth

trembled and the mountains shook!The sky was collapsing and the earth was collapsing!A loud

sound filled the entire Martial Arts Practice Field.Su Lin and the other weaker ones could not

help but cover their ears."Such terrifying power!"Jiang Lee and the others were excited and

looked at the ring in unison.All of a sudden, a figure flew out of the ring. It was Zhang

Canyang.Obviously, Zhang Canyang was at a disadvantage in the fight with Su Yi. He was sent

flying.Fortunately, Su Yi didn't unleash the full power of the [Fusion of Sword and Body]. When

he felt that Zhang Canyang couldn't hold on any longer, he stopped.Otherwise, he would have

severely injured Zhang Canyang with a single strike.After Zhang Canyang landed on the

ground, he staggered a few steps back. His face was pale, but he quickly recovered.Zhang

Zhihang and Jin Hongxuan heaved a long sigh of relief when they saw that Zhang Canyang

was fine.CHAPTER 506 - MAYBE IT WAS LUCK"Su Yi won!"Cao Qinglang clenched his fists

in excitement."It was within my expectation!" Jiang Haoran had an unfathomable look on his

face.Su Lin was dancing with joy."Su Yi is actually this powerful!"Huo Tiancheng smacked his

lips. His eyes were full of admiration. He made up his mind to hug Su Yi's thigh tightly!On the

other side, Su Yi took a breath and quickly ran down the arena. He came to Zhang Canyang's

side and asked apologetically, "Senior Brother Zhang, are you alright?"Zhang Canyang was

different from the other disciples of the big families. He did not have any arrogant and despotic

habits.Su Yi had a good impression of him. He didn't want to hurt Zhang Canyang."I'm

fine."Zhang Canyang nodded. The disappointment in his heart disappeared very quickly.Then

he cupped his hands and said to Su Yi, "Junior Brother Su, thank you for showing mercy."Just

now, he clearly felt that Su Yi had withdrawn most of his strength.Otherwise, he absolutely

wouldn't be standing here right now.Therefore, he was very grateful to Su Yi."You're too polite,

Senior Brother Zhang. It was a fluke that I was able to defeat him." Su Yi said with a smile.By

saying this, he had given Zhang Canyang some face.Zhang Canyang was well aware of this,

and he felt touched in his heart.He also had a vague thought of befriending Su Yi.This was



also the reason why he was subdued by Su Yi's strength and character.At this time, Jin

Hongxuan walked forward. The shock on his face had yet to dissipate. He looked at Su Yi in a

daze and asked, "Su Yi, you just started cultivating [Sword and Body Fusion] last night. How

did you master it? "Zhang Canyang, who was standing beside him, was startled. He widened

his eyes and looked at Su Yi.The [Fusion of Body and Sword] that Su Yi used was obviously to

master the second stage.This was too scary.He was also very curious about this."Actually, I'm

not too sure either."Su Yi did not want to tell others about his 27 stars talent, so he laughed. “

Last night when he was cultivating, he was still confused. He didn't know how he managed to

cultivate successfully. Maybe it was because I was lucky? ""Luck?"Jin Hongxuan and Zhang

Canyang did not believe it at all.It was true that cultivating a mystic skill required a certain

amount of luck, but it could only take up a small part of it. The rest depended on one's own

hard work and comprehension ability."Your luck is indeed not bad."Jin Hongxuan smiled

meaningfully.He guessed that Su Yi must have a very high grade talent to be able to master

the [Fusion of Body and Sword] in one go.As for how much it was, he could just ask Jiang Lee

later.If he asked Su Yi, Su Yi might not tell him the truth."Senior, if there's nothing else, I'll go

back first." Su Yi said.The spar with Zhang Canyang had already ended, so there was no need

for him to stay here any longer."Alright."Jin Hongxuan didn't mind.Zhang Canyang thought for a

while and said, "Junior Brother Su, we are going to the Essence Empty Ancient Realm

together. Let me get to know your friends."He wanted to make friends with Su Yi, so he could

make use of this opportunity to get to know him better."No problem." Su Yi smiled.Zhang

Canyang's character was not bad. They could get to know each other and become friends.After

that, he returned to Su Lin's side with Zhang Canyang.Jin Hongxuan glanced at the two of

them and smiled with relief. Then, he came to Jiang Lee's side and asked, "Brother Jiang,

there's something you need to tell me. How many stars is Su Yi's talent?"CHAPTER 507 - A

SIMPLE INTRODUCTION"Brother Jin, to tell you the truth, I don't know exactly how many

stars Su Yi's talent is." Jiang Lee said.Although he had tested Su Yi's talent last night, the

instrument had been destroyed.He only knew that Su Yi's talent was above 20 stars, but he

didn't know the exact number."Why don't we bring Su Yi for the test now?" Jin Hongxuan

suggested.Su Yi was able to master [Fusion of Sword and Body] in just one night. What kind of

terrifying talent did he need?He was very interested in this."Su Yi had already tested it last

night." Jiang Lee smiled.Jin Hongxuan was a bit confused.Would he not know Su Yi's talent

after the test?Are you kidding me?Jiang Lee explained, "Last night during the test, the

instrument was broken.""Then let's change to another one."Jin Hongxuan did not understand.A

super family like the Jiang family definitely had more than one Detector. Changing it to a new

one would not be too troublesome."Brother Jin might not understand what I mean."Jiang Lee

said with a smile, "The instrument used to test the innate talent of our Blue Star can only test

20 stars at most. If it exceeds this limit, it will be easily destroyed. Therefore, there is no need

to test Su Yi anymore."Jin Hongxuan was speechless."What did he mean?Was it because Su

Yi's talent was too high that he destroyed the Detector?Thinking of this, Jin Hongxuan's

expression became strange. He said with a trembling voice, "You mean Su Yi's talent has

exceeded 20 stars?"Jiang Lee smiled and did not comment."Hiss!"Jin Hongxuan took a deep

breath. His face was filled with shock and disbelief.Beyond 20 stars of talent?Could there really

be such a monstrous genius in Blue Star?At this time, Zhang Zhihang walked over and asked

curiously, "What are you guys talking about?"Jin Hongxuan said subconsciously, "We are

talking about the fact that Su Yi's talent has exceeded 20 stars.""Hmm?"Zhang Zhihang was

stunned on the spot....Su Yi and Zhang Canyang came to Cao Qinglang's side. Zhang

Canyang introduced himself, "Hello, everyone. My name is Zhang Canyang. I'm from Crescent



Moon City. Nice to meet you."Although Zhang Canyang was a Super Genius, he didn't have

any arrogance. He didn't put on airs either. He gave people a good first impression.Huo

Tiancheng was the first to reply, "Senior Brother Zhang, I have heard of your name a long time

ago. My name is Huo Tiancheng, and I am also from Crescent Moon City. I am a slightly

famous streamer. In addition, I've also detected a middle-grade spatial Spirit Root. "" Isn't this

too much of an act? "Everyone was stunned.It was true that Huo Tiancheng was a live

streamer, but he had less than a thousand fans. How could he have the nerve to boast about

his small fame?Also, the spatial Spirit Root was not bad.But there was no need to say it out

loud in such an occasion, right?Jiang Haoran looked at Huo Tiancheng with disdain, cleared

his throat and said, "Senior Brother Zhang, my name is Jiang Haoran, I have 13 stars of talent!

I am known as Blue Star Second Genius!"What the heck!Everyone was speechless.If Huo

Tiancheng wanted to act cool, then so be it. Why was Jiang Haoran so excited?Cao Qinglang

was not willing to be outdone, "Senior Brother Zhang, my name is Cao Qinglang. I am in the

same class as Su Yi. My talent and Spirit Root are very ordinary, but I have an indestructible

body. I have already broken through to the Body Tempering Stage Level Ten!"Everyone was

petrified.In terms of acting tough, Cao Qinglang was better."Why am I with such a group of

people?"Su Yi sighed helplessly.I told you to introduce yourselves, not to act cool.If you do this,

I will also embarrass myself.CHAPTER 508 - I'LL PAY YOU BACK FOR YOUR WORKLuckily

Jiang Piaoxue and Su Lin did not have a fever in their heads and only gave a simple

introduction.Su Yi also let out a sigh of relief.Zhang Canyang was in a trance and the corner of

his mouth slightly opened, "All of you are very powerful..."Cao Qinglang smiled and said, "You

flatter me, Senior Brother Zhang. Compared to you, we are still a little bit weaker.""Uh... You

are too modest."Zhang Canyang swallowed his saliva.Su Yi glared at Cao Qinglang, then

turned to Zhang Canyang and said, "Senior Brother Zhang, we are going to Golden Star City

for a walk. What about you?""I will go with you."Zhang Canyang thought for a while and

replied.Cao Qinglang and the others did not have a proper conversation, but they felt that if

they were together, it might be a very happy thing."Alright."Su Yi nodded, then greeted Jiang

Lee and the others and left with the others....Golden Star City was a super city. The degree of

its prosperity was unimaginable.Su Yi and the others were all dumbfounded.After walking

around for a while, Su Lin suggested going shopping.It was not easy for her to come here, so

she had to buy something to show off.Su Yi did not object, because he also had things he

needed to buy.After that was a crazy shopping sweep. As long as it was useful or something

that caught his eye, he would buy it all. Anyway, he didn't lack Blue Star Coin.Su Yi did not buy

many things. Apart from some specialty products of Golden Star City, there was also the

Detoxification Pill.The purpose of buying the Detoxification Pill was very simple. It was to

prepare for the trip to Death Forbidden Land.An hour later, everyone bought a lot of things in

big and small bags.However, Su Yi discovered that Huo Tiancheng had been watching the

show from the beginning until the end. He didn't buy anything."Old Huo, why didn't you buy

anything?" Su Yi asked curiously.Huo Tiancheng smiled awkwardly. "I'm a little tight on money

recently.""Oh."Su Yi suddenly realized.Huo Tiancheng's previous job was to be a streamer, but

those few fans could not earn money at all.Looking at Huo Tiancheng's pitiful appearance, Su

Yi felt sympathetic and directly transferred two hundred thousand Blue Star Coins to Huo

Tiancheng."Su Yi, why did you give me so much Blue Star Coin?"Huo Tiancheng was

pleasantly surprised."Is it enough? If it's not enough, I'll transfer some more to you." Su Yi said

casually."Enough!"Huo Tiancheng said gratefully, "Su Yi, thank you."Su Yi said lightly, "No

need to thank me. Give it back to me when you have money."Huo Tiancheng,... ""The joy in his

heart instantly vanished."Su Yi, 200,000 Blue Star Coin is not a small amount. I really don't



know when I can return it." Huo Tiancheng said with a bitter smile."It's fine. If you don't return it,

you can work for me." Su Yi said seriously."Work?"Huo Tiancheng frowned, "What can I

do?"Su Yi smiled and said, "Aren't you good at cooking? In the future, just cook specially for

me."Actually, giving two hundred thousand Blue Star Coins did not have any intention of letting

Huo Tiancheng return it at all.The reason why he said that was mainly to keep Huo Tiancheng

by his side.Because if he managed the Origin City in the future, it was absolutely impossible for

him to not have a few capable men by his side.Huo Tiancheng was a little funny, but his talent

and Spirit Root were both pretty good. It was worth nurturing.In addition, he would need Huo

Tiancheng as a guide when he headed to the Death Forbidden Land in the future."Alright, I'll

be your cook."Huo Tiancheng was a lot happier.He had planned to hug Su Yi's leg tightly and

follow him. It did not matter if he cooked in his spare time."Deal!"Su Yi said with a smile."Su Yi,

I still have something to buy, so I won't talk to you anymore."After saying this, Huo Tiancheng

turned around and ran away.In the past, he had never had so many Blue Star Coins before.

This time, he had to squander them all to satisfy his craving for being rich.CHAPTER 509 - IF

YOU GET A BARGAIN THEN SELL YOURSELFAt noon, everyone had lunch in a restaurant.

They spent a few more hours in Golden Star City in the afternoon before returning to Jiang

family in the evening.When they returned to the courtyard, Su Yi called Su Lin to her room

alone."Brother, what are you doing?"Su Lin threw the big bag and small bag onto the wooden

bed and shook her arm to look at Su Yi."I have something good for you."Su Yi smiled and took

out the Space Ring that Jiang Cheng gave him."What a beautiful ring."Su Lin happily held it in

her hand and looked at it. After a while, she asked curiously, "Brother, shouldn't you give such

a beautiful ring to sister-in-law?""She doesn't need it."Su Yi smiled faintly, "And this is not an

ordinary ring.""It's not an ordinary ring."Su Lin was a little puzzled.The ring in her hand was

silvery-white, delicate and beautiful, but other than that, she really could not see any other

use."Because it is a Space Ring." Su Yi explained."Space Ring!"Su Lin's eyes lit up.Ever since

he witnessed the magic of Su Yi's Space Ring, he had been thinking about things like spatial

storage.At that time, Su Yi promised to give her one.He never thought that it would be so

fast."Brother, thank you!" Su Lin was extremely happy."You are so polite to me."Su Yi smiled

and taught her how to use it.After Su Lin dripped the Blood Essence on the ring and connected

it with the ring, she put all the things she bought into it.But after a while, she took it out again

and stuffed it in.It looked like she was having a lot of fun.Su Yi was dumbfounded.Wasn't it just

a Space Ring? Was there a need for this?"Alright, if you want to play, go back to your room and

play. I still have things to do." Su Yi reminded."Oh."Su Lin stopped and was about to walk out

when she suddenly remembered something. She pouted and asked, "Brother, why did you only

give me the Space Ring now?"If Su Yi had given it to her earlier, he could have bought more

things.Moreover, he did not need to carry big or small bags."I forgot about it earlier." Su Yi

replied.When he got the Space Ring, he did plan to give it to Su Lin as soon as

possible.However, he had forgotten about it because of his practice of [One with the Sword].

He only remembered it when he returned."It seems like my position in your heart is not

high!"Su Lin sighed and slowly walked out of the room."This little girl..."Su Yi did not know

whether to laugh or cry. Didn't Su Lin take advantage of him and act obedient?After Su Lin

walked out of the room, he also walked out and found Jiang Piaoxue. "Senior Sister Jiang, do

you have time?""What?"Jiang Piaoxue blinked her eyes.Would Su Yi ask her out for a walk?

When she thought of this, she was secretly delighted."I want to go and see Senior Jiang

Cheng." Su Yi said."Why are you looking for Fifth Grandpa?" Jiang Piaoxue was a little

puzzled.Su Yi explained, "Senior Jiang Cheng gave me a Space Ring previously. I plan to give

him something."This time, he went to find Jiang Cheng. Apart from sending some things to



express his gratitude, he also wanted to see if Jiang Cheng had refined a Spirit Pet

Pill.Because he was going to Essence Empty Ancient Realm in a few days, if he had a Spirit

Pet Pill, he could consider recruiting a few spiritual pets."Alright, I'll bring you there." Jiang

Piaoxue nodded.Su Yi did not ask her to go out for a walk. He was still a little disappointed, but

he did not say much.Behind them, the two of them headed straight for Jiang Cheng's

residence.CHAPTER 510 - I ONLY REFINED ONEAbout ten minutes later, the two of them

arrived in front of an old house. There was even a green stone wall surrounding the house. This

was where Jiang Cheng lived.Su Yi looked at the old house in front of him and was somewhat

puzzled.The Golden Star City was bustling with flowers and flowers, and tall buildings were

everywhere.On the contrary, the buildings of Jiang family were mostly single-story houses, and

they were especially simple and crude.Especially the old ancestor of the Jiang family. As a God

Connecting Stage old ancestor, he actually lived in a thatched hut.Logically speaking, a big

family like the Jiang family should be able to build their place in a more luxurious

manner."Senior Sister Jiang, are the places of your Jiang family so simple and unadorned?" Su

Yi couldn't help but ask.Jiang Piaoxue smiled, "This is the rule set by the Jiang family. Perhaps

it is also a way to cultivate one's mind.""Oh."Su Yi nodded and did not think too much about

it.Behind them, the two pushed open the door and entered the courtyard."Fifth grandfather, we

have come to see you." Jiang Piaoxue called out to one of the rooms."Creak."The door opened

and Jiang Cheng walked out.Just like yesterday, he still looked slovenly and slovenly."Why are

you two here? I don't care about food here." Jiang Cheng teased with a smile."Senior, I have

some exotic fruits here. I'm going to give you some fresh ones." Su Yi said."Mutated

fruits?"Jiang Cheng's eyes lit up, "At least you still have the heart. Take it out and let me have a

look."Su Yi opened the Universe Ring and took out a Giant Watermelon."Such a big

watermelon!"Jiang Cheng was surprised."Senior, this is a specialty of Elf Clan."Su Yi

introduced the Giant Watermelon and gave it to Jiang Cheng."I haven't eaten a specialty of Elf

Clan yet, so I won't be polite."Jiang Cheng weighed the Giant Watermelon a few times and

said casually, "Alright, I'll take the things. If there's nothing else, you can go back."Su Yi was

speechless."Why did they chase them away so directly?It was as if they really wanted to eat

your family's food.Su Yi coughed lightly, "Senior, I really have something to trouble you

with."Jiang Cheng glanced at Su Yi, "I knew you had other motives. Come with me."After

saying that, he carried the Giant Watermelon and walked into the living room."Su Yi, this is

Fifth Grandpa's temper. Don't mind it." Jiang Piaoxue smiled apologetically."It's good."Su Yi did

not mind.Yesterday, he knew Jiang Cheng was a straightforward person. He preferred to deal

with people like him.Entering the living room, Jiang Cheng put the Giant Watermelon aside and

turned to look at Su Yi. "Tell me, what do you want from me?"Su Yi:... ""Aren't you being too

direct?Can't you be a little more tactful?It makes me feel embarrassed.However, the Spirit Pet

Pill is too important to him. Just say it directly."Senior, have you refined the Spirit Pet Pill?""So

you were planning on refining the Spirit Pet Pill."Jiang Cheng scolded with a smile, and then

said, "A Spirit Pet Pill is not easy to refine. I almost threw everything I have into it, and only

refined one."The Spirit Pet Pill belonged to the High Grade Medicine Pill. Not only did it require

several types of precious Spirit Material, but the difficulty of refining it was also very great.He

also expended a great deal of cultivation method to luckily refine one.Su Yi looked at Jiang

Cheng and said in disbelief, "Senior, aren't you a high-ranked alchemist? Why did you only

refine one? ""You think Spirit Pet Pill is an ordinary Medicine Pill? The difficulty of his

refinement is not inferior to the Violent Spirit Pill."Jiang Cheng snorted lightly in a bad mood,

and then said proudly, "That's also me. If it was someone else, they might really not be able to

refine it."CHAPTER 511 - I'LL EXCHANGE IT WITH YOUSu Yi clicked his tongue.Why did



Jiang Cheng brag about it?"Su Yi, are you planning to ask me for the Spirit Pet Pill?" Jiang

Cheng fixed his eyes on Su Yi and asked."Yes."Su Yi nodded and generously admitted it."If it

was any other Medicine Pill, I would give it to you. But there is only one Spirit Pet Pill. Next

time, you might not be able to refine it. So, you should give up on this idea." Jiang Cheng said

straightforwardly.He wasn't lying about this, because although his Fire element Spirit Cultivator

had reached the Soul Gathering Stage Level Ten, his soul cultivation was only at the Soul

Gathering Stage Level One.The High Grade Medicine Pill refinement relied more on his soul

force to control the temperature of the flame, making it uniform.Because his soul force was too

weak, the difficulty of refining the High Grade Medicine Pill was very high.It was not easy to

refine one, so he naturally had to keep it to show off.Hence, he did not plan on giving it to Su

Yi."Senior, I won't take it for free. I'll exchange it with you." Su Yi said with a smile.Yesterday,

Jiang Cheng had already given him a Space Ring.If he asked for another Spirit Pet Pill but did

not give anything, he would be really embarrassed."What can you exchange for it?" Jiang

Cheng's interest was piqued.Su Yi did not answer the question. "Senior, what is the level of

your soul cultivation and fire Spirit Cultivator?""Hmm?"Jiang Cheng was a little curious why Su

Yi suddenly asked this question, but he didn't think too much about it. He cleared his throat and

said proudly, "Soul cultivator is Soul Gathering Stage Level One, and Fire element Spirit

Cultivator is Soul Gathering Stage Level Ten.""Is a soul cultivator's level so low?" Su Yi frowned

slightly.Originally, he thought that Jiang Cheng's two types of Spirit Cultivator's rank should

advance at the same time, but he didn't think that there would be a difference of nine

levels.The difference was indeed a bit too great.Jiang Cheng said with a stifled tone, "Stop

looking down on people. Do you think it's so easy to advance a soul cultivator's grade?"If one

wanted to become a soul cultivator, they first had to possess a soul Spirit Root.Soul Spirit Root

was one of the three rare Spirit Roots, and the chances of it appearing was very small.Not

even one out of a hundred thousand people would appear.And the cultivation methods and

Spirit Materials used to cultivate soul cultivators were also extremely rare. This caused the

number of soul cultivators to be practically counted on one hand.It was not easy for Jiang

Cheng's soul cultivator to break through to the Soul Gathering Stage Level One, and he

definitely had the right to be proud of himself."I was just casually saying that. Why are you so

angry?" Su Yi said with a smile.Jiang Cheng snorted and said seriously, "Why are you asking

me about my cultivation base?"Su Yi still didn't answer the question directly. Instead, he

continued to ask, "Senior, since your Fire Spirit Cultivator has reached the Soul Gathering

Stage Level Ten, why hasn't it broken through to the Illusionary Spirit Stage yet?"Jiang Cheng

sighed and said, "It's because I haven't found the Fire Spirit Material yet."When one broke

through to the Soul Gathering Stage Level Ten, in order to break through to the Illusionary

Spirit Stage, one had to condense a corresponding Concretization.In recent years, the Jiang

family had been constantly helping him search for Fire Spirit Material. However, the quality was

too low, and he was not interested in it. Therefore, he had been stuck at the Soul Gathering

Stage Level Ten for a long time.
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